12 Powerful & Unique Benefits of HandMoto
#1 Sustainable and Planet Friendly
Saves trees by never wasting paper. Lowers carbon footprint because
no electricity or batteries are needed for daily use. HandMoto boards
are made from recycled materials and are never thrown away.
#2 No Harmful Effects From Electronics to Your Children
No damaging light rays on eyes. No radiation or cell waves emitted.
#3 Gets Kids Off Video Games and Computers
Provides an alternative learning and playing platform other than computers.
Less information overload and screen addiction.
#4 Helps Kids Focus
Provides simple attention span development exercises to combat ADD, etc.
#5 Improves Lost Handwriting, Drawing, and Hand Motor Skills
Provides a practical, eco friendly way for handwriting, drawing, numbers, cursive, etc., while developing hand motor skills.
#6 Helps Memory and Memorization
Guided repetition and frequency create fun and easy brain exercises for improved memorization.
#7 Useful for Every Age Group and Generation For Learning, Business, Household Use, or Fun
Instant Interchangeable backgrounds. Standard paper size. Any languages or cultural materials can be inserted.
User can insert any printed image, photo, text, template, language images, Chinese, Hebrew, or any background they wish.
Play Tic-Tac-Toe or any game a million times over and never throw away or use up one piece of paper.
#8 Non-Destructive for Printed Images, Newspaper Clippings, Photos: A True Environmentally Protective Product
Printed images, templates, texts, news articles, materials are never damaged or wasted yet instantly available in a snap.
Inserts are never marked, damaged, or spilled on. Protects important heirlooms/documents. Far less exposure to air.
Protects any printed materials or photos within the boards for continual usage or display for generations of enjoyment.
#9 Multi-Page Storage - Up to 25 sheets fit at a time (8.5x11 HandMoto) 50 Sheet Storage in (11 x17) HandMoto
Provides fantastic protection against bending or spills for important images, photos, papers, signed document and originals.
#10 Provides a Easily Held Flat Reading Surface, Hands Free Reading
Flat printed pages of reading! (25- 8 1/2”x 11”printed on both sides) Read without holding a book. No hands!
Can be laid flat on your lap or against a table. No need to hold a book with two hands with bended paper to read. Medium
size holds 100 pages (50 x two sided print) for flat, easy reading or study. Medium Size Motos (11 x 17 Moto) hold two 8 1/2”x
11” printed pages side by side, for an excellent flat reading surface with no eye damaging rays!
#11 Excellent Holder for E-books. Safety for All Home Printed Materials
Provides an excellent holder for printed E-books. Takes the place of having to bind or staple printed e-books while providing
protection and the best reading experience possible. An International product. Any nation’s languages/symbols can be
inserted. Moto-Memberships provide courses, training and learning inserts on all types of subjects for ages 3 to 99!
#12 Excellent Wall Displays For Kids and Adults
Can be hung on wall! Perfect for kitchen recipes, custom printed reminders, check lists, shopping lists, memorization, or daily
to-do lists. Excellent for forgetful-seniors. Use for doctor visits, medication reminders, memory-care exercises, and more!

